
DESIGNING FOR THE SEXES

Cordless Drill



Innovation is required in the project because power 
tools are a tried and tested market.  Most users are 
very familiar with feature placement and functions.

Project Overview

To create a new power drill with the 
female market as a basis for design yet 
not completely tailoring the design to 
a specifi c niche in the marketplace. 

Based on a lead user and survey 
respondants, these issues in current 
power drills will need to be addressed 
in this new concpet:

Balance, Weight, Battery Capabilities, 
Ease of Function



By having a lead user to help with needs, market 
segment, and other variables, fi nding the gap in 
the current products should be easy.

Research

lead user
Jenny - 31 year old female
Undergoing home rennovations
Current drill is too heavy

needs 

14.4 volt or higher
Under $150
Easy to use
Ability to stand up alone
Simple functions



Market 

R
YO

BI

12 volt Lithium Ion battery
4.92 lbs
3/8” Chuck
$99.00

M
IL

W
A

UK
EE 12 volt Lithium Ion battery

2.5 lbs
1/2” Chuck
$149.00

BEGINNER ADVANCED

$$$$$

$

TARGET MARKET

DEWALT

RYOBI

MAKITA

MILWAUKEE

D
EW

A
LT

M
A

KI
TA

14.4 volt Nickel-Cadmium battery
12.0 lbs
1/2” Chuck
$199.00

18 volt Lithium Ion battery
9.85 lbs
1/2” Chuck
$199.00

FULL SIZE

Sub Compact
Looking at the current market, and given the lead 
user’s needs, a mid-size drill/driver and is in the 
upper-middle class of both price and features is 
best.



Through many rough sketches, three strong 
ideations have emerged and will be made into 
study models for user testing.

Ideation



Study Models

Of the three models, the third was the most 
regarded for it’s innovation and dexterity while in 
use.

  2 fi nger trigger
  Battery ejection

  Off hand grip
  Adjustable handle

  Great balance
  Innovative handle

pros

cons
  Stubby handle
  Doesn’t stand alone

pros

cons
  Too thick of trigger
  Poor aesthetics

pros

cons
  Knuckle room
  Very thin handle



Refinements

Refi ning the third study model has proven to be 
more of a combination of the best of all three 
rather than just the most liked model.

Twist -n- Lock 
chuck design

Comfort padding

Two fi nger trigger

Support hand pad

Handle forward 
design



Alpha Prototype

handle too long and thin 
unhappy with color scheme 
trigger needs refi nement

pinch point at top of handle
overall size too large
awkward trigger

user 1

user 2
unhappy with color scheme
overall size seems large 
features are appealing

lead user

The alpha prototype has both positive and 
negative feedback.  A beta prototype will be 
necessary.



The orange, white and grey color scheme was a 
hands down favorite for both the female and male 
respondants.

Color Studies



Beta Prototype

rubber overmold

easy reach battery removal

handle-forward

multi-fi nger trigger


